
CHARACTERISTICS OF EROS 433 ROTATIONJ. SOUCHAYSYRTE - Observatoire de Paris77 avenue Denfert-Rochereau, F-75014, Paris, Francee-mail: Jean.Souchay@obspm.frABSTRACT. This paper summarizes the contents of recent analytical studies related to therotation of the asteroid Eros 433 (Souchay et al.,2003; Souchay and Bouquillon,2004). Thanksto the very accurate observational data obtained by the intermediary of the probe missionNEAR (Near Earth Asteroid Rendez-Vous) and detailed by Miller et al.(2002), it is possibleto determine with an exceptional accuracy the ephemerides of the rotation of the asteroid, andmore speci�cally the values of the coe�cients of precession and nutation. After explaining theparametrization of the problem and the way of calculation, we give the principal results, whichenable to modelize Eros' rotation both for long-term (100 years) and very short term (a fewhours).1. INTRODUCTIONAs any celestial body, the rotation of Eros can be separated into two independent parts,which must be combined each together : one is the free motion of rotation, i.e., the rotationwhen not considering any perturbing body, and the other is the forced motion, i.e., the motioncaused by the gravitational torque exerted by any external celestial body (Sun, planet, satelliteetc...). In the case of Eros, we only consider here the perturbation caused by the Sun. Concerningthe free motion, two rotation modes for celestial bodies can be found : one is a rotation alongthe shortest axis, which generally corresponds to the axis around which the moment of inertia ismaximum , the other is along the longest axis, generally with minimum moment of inertia. Thesemodes are respectively called short axis modes and long-axis modes. Exhaustive studies aboutthese two kinds of rotational free modes can be found, for instance in Kinoshita (1972), startingfrom an Hamiltonian based theory. The short axis mode is ordinary stable and secularly stable,whereas the long-axis mode is ordinary stable but secularly unstable. In case of dissipation, thelong axis mode becomes unstable, whereas the short-axis mode remains stable. Notice that inthe solar system, a major part of asteroids undergoes a short-axis rotational mode, althoughlong-axis modes have been found, for example in the case of Toutatis (Burns and Safronov,1973, Harris,1994) Therefore, although no clear information can be reached from the NEAR'sexploration to know if Eros free motion belongs to the �rst or the second of the categories above,we can assume with no doubt that Eros undergoes a short-axis rotational mode. Therefore wewill consider in the following that Eros' rotational motion is around the axis of maximummomentof inertia C, quoted as the axis of �gure, thus applying the usual terminology available for theplanets. Another fundamental bu unknown parameter (in fact this parameter is known only forthe Earth) which plays a large place in the rotational mode is the value of the angle (called263



here J) between the axis of �gure and the axis of rotation (see Kinoshita,1977), and which isone of the two parameters enabling us to determine what is called for the Earth, the polhodie orpolar motion. We can consider that this angle is very close or equal to 0, which is adequate toa condition of minimum of energy.In order to compute the gravitational torque exerted by the Sun on Eros, which dependson the latitude and the longitude of the Sun with respect to a reference system related to theasteroid, we need to know its orbital osculating elements, which can be found for instance fromthe MPCORB (Minor Planet Centre Orbit Database). Eros has a semi-major axis close to Mars'one (a = 1:4583145A:U:), and its orbit has a relatively high excentricity (e = 0:2228487). Thisexplains why the asteroid can be considered as a Near Earth Asteroid, its perihelion distancebeing of the order of 1.13 A.U. Notice that the values above have been obtained at 2002,June 5th. Eros' inclination is : i = 10�:83019, and its mean motion is n = 3:5677539rd=y,which corresponds to an orbiting period of roughly 1.76 year. All these elements are subject todramatic changes, due to the possibility of becoming very close to the Earth as well as to Mars.2. THE NEAR PROBE : A PRECIOUS DATA FOR THE ROTATIONAfter some technical problems, the NEAR probe was �nally inserted into an orbit aroundEros, starting from February 14, 2000. A set of several techniques, as radiometric tracking data,optical imaging and laser data, led to very precious and accurate informations about parameterswhich are fundamental to elaborate ephemerides of the rotation of the celestial object : theseare the shape, gravity �eld and rate of rotation, as well as the location of the polar axis at agiven instant (Miller et al.,2002).For instance, it was possible to elaborate a shape model at 180th. degree order (Zuberet al.,2000), and to determine the gravity �eld of the asteroid as a combination of sphericalharmonics at the order 15 (Miller et al.,2002). It was also shown in this last paper that the verysmall o�set between the center of �gure and the center of mass indicates that the asteroid has avery uniform density (� 1%) on a large scale. The rotation rate was measured with a precisionof �0:00023�=d, that is to say roughly 1"=d, whereas the equatorial coordinates � and � of thepole have been obtained with a precision respectively of �0:003� and �0:005�, which gives aglobal precision for the orientation of the pole in the space of roughly 25" (Miller et al.,2002;Konopliv et al., 2002).Eros belongs to S-Class asteroids, which can be generally found in the inner part of the mainasteroid belt and its albedo is moderate (the geometric value is 0.27). The absolute magnitudeof Eros, which means the magnitude at 0� phase angle and 1 AU from the Sun and the Earth,is 11.16.Eros' mass could be estimated to 6:6904� 0:003� 1015kg, corresponding to a volumeof 2503 � 25km3. This gives an equivalent mass per volume unit equal to 2:67g=cm3 Eros isa very irregular body, with a large variation of the distances from the center of mass to thesurface, with 3.19 km as the minimum value, and 17.67 km as the maximum one. The Eros'moments of inertia, which play a fundamental role in the rotation, have been determined at the4th digit. Their normalized values are : A = 17:09km2;B = 71:79km2 and C = 74:49km2. Asa consequence the dynamical ellipticity, which characterized the attening of the object in adynamical point of view, is : Hd = 2C�(A+B)2C = 0:40341. This is by two orders of magnitudelarger than the dynamical ellipticity of telluric planets as the Earth or Mars. At last the rotationperiod, which is also fundamental for the determination of the constant of precession and of thecoe�cients of nutation, is 5.27025547 h. 264



3. THE PARAMETRIZATION OF EROS'ROTATIONAs we are concerned here with the motion of Eros' �gure axis in space and by analogy withthe case of the Earth, a natural reference frame for the parametrization of this motion shouldbe built from a basic plane and an origin on this plane, which are the Eros orbital plane (E)and the ascending node of (E) with respect to the Eros equator. By analogy with the Earth,this point can be called Eros' vernal equinox, written as Eros. For sake of commodity, the basicplane (E) Eros' orbital plane for a given epoch, and not of the date, as it is conventionally thecase for the Earth.In order to determine the mean value of Eros'obliquity "0, we have to calculate the coordi-nates of both the unit vector parallel to the �gure axis ~f and the unit vector ~o perpendicular tothe orbital plane . The most suitable way to do that is to calculate the coordinates of ~f and ~o withrespect to an ecliptic reference system. The equatorial coordinates of the �gure axis ~f are givenby Miller et al.(2002) : �f = 0h45mn28sec, �f = 17�:227. Through the classical transformationsbetween equatorial coordinates and ecliptic coordinates we obtain easily the ecliptic rectangularcoordinates of the unit vector ~f along the �gure axis : ~f = (0:936397; 0:290552; 0:1968248). Inanother way, the ecliptic coordinates of ~o are obtained through the orbital parameters i and
: ~o = (sin i sin 
;� sin i cos
; cos i) = (�0:1550278;�0:1061713; 0:9821883). Therefore, theobliquity " can be obtained from one among the two formulas below, involving vectorial andscalar products: ~o� ~f = ~w sin " ~o � ~f = cos " where ~w is the unit vector along the directionof the descending node N 0 of Eros orbit (E0) with respect to Eros true equator. Choosing thisway of calculation, Souchay et al.(2003) have shown that Eros' mean obliquity at the referenceepoch (J2002) is " = 89�:008 � 89�0029", which means that Eros' �gure axis is nearly alignedwith Eros orbital plane, in a similar manner as for Uranus.4. FREE ROTATIONAL MOTIONEros free rotational motion can be studied from Hamiltonian formalism (Kinoshita,1991),involving such parameters as e and D de�ned in the following way :e = 12�1=B � 1=A�D 1=D = 1C � 12� 1A + 1B� (1)The very large value of e leads to the use of speci�c approximated formula for the determi-nation of n~l and n~g (Kinoshita,1991) which are the frequencies of the polar motion and of theproper angle of rotation, respectively de�ned from a meridian origin.n~l = GDp1� e2 � �1� 12(1� e)j2�+ O(j4) � GDp1� e2 (2)n~g = 12(1=A+ 1=B)G+ GD (1�p1� e2)� �1 + 12p(1 + e)=(1� e)j2�+ O(j4)� 12(1=A+ 1=B)G+ GD (1�p1� e2) (3)Where G is the amplitude of the angular momentum. Notice that l + g = � is the rotationangle, whose the rate has been determined with a remarkable precision (about 2"/day) by Milleret al.(2002), who set the value : n~l+n~g = _� = 28:612732rd=dWith the ratio n~l=n~g = 1=7:59160deduced from the preceding equations, we �nally obtain : n~l = �4:3407869rd=d and n~g =32:953519rd=d. 265



Therefore it is possible to modelize completely the free rotational motion, at the conditionthat the angle J is known, which is not the case. As an example Souchay and Bouquillon (2004)gave the curve of the free motion for a value J = 1".5. FORCED MOTION : PRECESSION AND NUTATIONLong periodic variationsThe method to calculate the coe�cients of nutation and precession is taken fromKinoshita(1977¨and has been applied extensively for the Earth (Souchay et al.,1999)Finally, the expressions of the nutations in longitude and in obliquity are given by thefollowing formulas : � = K cos I2 � ��3e+ 278 e3 + C[e2 � e312]�sinM_M+�92e2 + 72e4 + C[�1 + 52e2 � 4148e4]�sin 2M2 _M + �538 e3 + C[�72e+ 12316 e3]�sin 3M3 _M+�778 e4 + C[�172 e2 + 1156 e4]� sin 4M4 _M � C 84548 e3 sin 5M5 _M � C 53316 e4 sin 6M6 _M ��S(e2 � e324)cosM_M + S(1� 52e2 + 3748e4)cos 2M2 _M+S(72e� 12316 e3)cos 3M3 _M + S(172 e2 � 1156 e4)cos 4M4 _M+S 84548 e3 cos 5M5 _M + S 53316 e4 cos 6M6 _M � (4)�" = �K sin I2 � �(�e2 + e324)C cosM_M + (e2 � e312)S sinM_M+(1� 52e2 + 3748e4)C cos 2M2 _M � (1� 52e2 + 4148e4)S sin 2M2 _M+(72e� 12316 e3)� (C cos 3M � S sin 3M)3 _M + (172 e2 � 1156 e4)� (C cos 4M � S sin 4M)4 _M+84548 e3 � (C cos 5M � S sin 5M)5 _M + 53316 e4 � (C cos 6M � S sin 6M)6 _M � (5))Where M is Eros' mean anomaly, I the obliquity, and with K = 3n2!3 � Hd With Hd =2C � A � B=2C. We thus get the numerical value for K : K = 30404":165=cy. C and S areterms dependent on slow orbital parameters which can be taken as constant terms for a longtime span (Souchay et al.,2003)We can notice that because of the large value of the eccentricity (e � 0:222) the sub-harmonics of M remain relatively large, whereas in the case of the nutation of the Earth, forwhich the eccentricity is small (e � 0:0167) the corresponding amplitudes decline very fastly.The Oppolzer terms, which make the di�erence between the nutations for the axis of angularmomentum and the axis of �gure have been calculated ion detail by Souchay et al. (2003), and266



are very small, so that we can assimilate the nutation of the axis of �gure to that of the angularmomentum.Finally, we obtain the following numerical results for the nutation respectively in longitude� , and in obliquity�".� = 0":590 sinM + 0":042 cosM � 0":192 sin2M � 0":166 cos2M � 0":128 sin3M�0":087 cos3M � 0":054 sin4M � 0":035 cos4M � 0":024 sin5M�0":014 cos5M � 0":008 sin6M � 0":005 cos6M (6)�" = 2":420 sinM � 4":054 cosM � 9":614 sin2M + 16":037 cos2M � 5":073 sin3M+8":464 cos3M � 2":052 sin4M + 3":424 cos4M � 0":853 sin5M+1":423871 cos5M � 0":299905 sin6M + 0":500370 cos6M (7)Notice the very large ratio (roughly 27) of the leading amplitude in obliquity, with respect tothe leading amplitude in longitude, which is explained by the value very close to 90� of Erosobliquity, and which is the contrary of what happens for the Earth. Moreover, the leadingamplitude with respect to the same e�ect of the Sun on the nutation of the Earth, is also muchlarger (16" instead of 0.5"). This is due to the large value of Eros' dynamical ellipticity Hd.Eros' precession is calculated by integrating the constant part of the potential. It is givenby the following expression, at the 4th: order of the eccentricity :_ � K � �1 + 32e2 + 158 e4� cos I (8)We thus obtain the numerical value : _ = 2":840133=y. We can thus observe that thisrate, which represents the displacement of the mean Eros equinox along the orbit plane, is verysmall in comparison with the Earth, because of the value of the obliquity I , close to 90�. Thus,according to this precession rate, the Eros equinox accomplishes one revolution in more than450 000 years, to be compared with the 26 000 years precession cycle for the Earth.The curve of the �gure axis given analytically in this paper has been compared with thatgiven by Miller et al., and the agreement is fairly good (Souchay et al.,2003)Short periodic variationsThe short periodic variations of Eros'rotation are coming from the fact that the asteroidhas a strongly triaxial shape. This results in terms in the potential exerted by the Sun withrate close to 2!, where ! is Eros'rotational rate (Kinoshita,1977;Souchay et al.,1999). Theseterms have been computed by Souchay and Bouquillon (2004), and the related coe�cients ofthe nutation � are listed in the table 1 below. The coe�cients in obliquity are exactly thesame with inversion of the sine and cosine parts. The combination of the Fourier terms withclose periods leads both for � and �" to a beating with amplitudes oscillating between 0 and0".02.
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Table 1: Coe�cients of the high-frequency forced nutation in longitude � fforced of Eros. ! isthe argument for the sidereal Eros'rotation, and M is Eros' mean anomaly.2! 0.0846 0.0000 2h38mn06s2! �M 0.4890 -0.2610 2h38mn08s2! +M -0.4182 -0.2517 2h38mn05s2! � 2M -3.4287 2.0655 2h38mn10s2! + 2M 3.3211 1.9900 2h38mn03s2! � 3M -2.7241 1.6361 2h38mn11s2! + 3M 2.6271 1.5746 2h38mn02s2! � 4M -1.4715 0.8831 2h38mn13s2! + 4M 1.4636 0.8489 2h38mn00s2! � 5M -0.7662 0.4592 2h38mn15s2! + 5M 0.7357 0.4409 2h37mn58s2! � 6M -0.3236 0.1937 2h38mn16s2! + 6M 0.3100 0.1858 2h37mn57s6. REFERENCESBurns J. A., Safronov, V. S., 1973, Asteroids nutation angles, Month. Not. R. Astron. Soc.,165, 403-411.Harris A. W., 1994, Tumbling Asteroids, Icarus, 107, 209-211.Kinoshita, H., 1972, First-order Perturbations of the Two Finite Body problem, Publ. Astr.Japan, 24, 423-457.Kinoshita, H., 1977, Theory of the rotation of the rigid Earth, Celest. Mech., 15, 277-326.Kinoshita, H., 1991, Analytical expansions of torque-free motions for short and long axis modes,Celest. Mech., 53, 365-375.Konopliv, A. S., Miller, J. K., Owen, W. M., Yeomans, D. K., Jon, D. G., Garmier, R.,Barriot, J. P., 2002, A Global Solution for the Gravity Field, Rotation, Landmarks, andEphemeris of Eros, Icarus, 160, 289-299.Miller, J. K, Konopliv, A. S., Antreasian, P. G., Bordi, J. J., Chesley, S., Helfrich, C. E.,Owen, W. M., Wang, T. C., Williams, B. G., Yeomans, D. K., 2002, Determination of shape,gravity, and rotational state of asteroid Eros 433, Icarus, 155, 3-17.Souchay, J., Loysel, B., Kinoshita, H., Folgueira, M., 1999, Corrections and new developmentsincluding crossed-nutation and spin-orbit coupling e�ects, Astron. Astroph. Suppl. Ser.,135, 111-131.Souchay, J., Kinoshita, H., Nakai, H., Roux, S., 2004, A precise modeling of Eros433 rotation,Icarus, in press.Souchay, J., Bouquillon, S., The high frequencies variations of Eros' rotation,Astron. Astrophys.,subm.Zuber, M. T., Smith, D. E., Cheng, A. F., Garvin, J. B., Oded Aharonson, Cole, T. D.,Dunn, P. J., Guo, Y., Lemoine, F., Neumann, G. A., Rowlands, D., Torrence, M. H., 2000,The Shape of 433 Eros from the NEAR-Shoemaker Laser Range�nder, Science, 289, 2097-2101. 268


